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Everyone knows young girls are in love with horses, not boys!
Feed the addiction with this enticing new horse adventure series

Horse Mad Summer
Horse Mad #2

Kathy Helidoniotis
Horses have once more become the ultimate desire of girls everywhere and with more and
of our population residing in cities, for some girls reading about horses has to replace
owning a horse. This new series, Horse Mad, is a celebration of friends, fun and horses
that allows readers to live out their dreams through the books’ comfortingly realistic
characters. This series is destined to become a collectable - no horse mad girl is going to
want to miss a single book! A new book will be out every three months, so this should keep
even the most voracious readers happy.

Horse Mad Summer is the second book in the series, giving readers a lesson in how hard it can be to juggle
friendships and the trials of bringing friends from different areas of your life together… Ashleigh had no idea what would
happen when her two best friends met for the first time. Will she be able to get Becky and Jenna to see that they can all
be friends? How can she find time to help Jenna with her riding lessons and keep an eye on the Creepketeers with
Becky? This will be a summer of struggles, the one constant being horses!
Kathy Helidoniotis grew up in Sydney living for the holidays, which she spent on the New South Wales South Coast
studying the three essential ‘R’s’: reading, writing and riding (horses of course!). Her first book was published in 2001
and was followed by another seven books for children. Kathy is currently writing the Horse Mad series of books and has
many more in the pipeline. Book 3, Horse Mad Academy will be out in time for Christmas on December 1.
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